ARE YOU READY TO BECOME A better LEADER?

WOOD BADGE  DEMONSTRATES

AIMS AND VALUES OF SCOUTING
TEAM DEVELOPMENT
LIVING THE VALUES
BRINGING THE VISION TO LIFE
MODELS FOR SUCCESS
TOOLS OF THE TRADE
LEADING TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE
LEAVING A LEGACY

CONTACT COURSE DIRECTOR
TAMMY SPEER  419-615-0459
BSACTRAINING@GMAIL.COM

2019 Course Dates:
AUGUST 23-25, 2019   SEPTEMBER 28-30, 2019

2 - THREE DAY SESSIONS ARE REQUIRED
PRE-COURSE MEETING: JULY, 27, 2019
PRACTICAL TRAINING

DURING THE SIX DAY OUTDOOR COURSE, YOU WILL LIVE THE PATROL METHOD. YOU WILL PRACTICE THE SKILLS OF LEADERSHIP, AND LEARN HOW TO APPLY THEM IN YOUR ROLE AS AN ADULT SCOUT LEADER.

APPLYING WHAT YOU LEARN

DURING PRACTICAL TRAINING YOU WILL CREATE A SET OF GOALS THAT WILL BE WORKED AND ACCOMPLISHED BY YOU. YOUR GOALS WILL BE COMPLETED UTILIZING YOUR NEWLY ACQUIRED SKILLS. ACCOMPLISHING YOUR GOALS WILL PROVIDE SERVICE TO OTHERS, STRENGTHEN YOUR SCOUTING PROGRAM AND ASSIST YOU IN PERSONAL GROWTH.

QUALIFICATIONS

YOU MUST BE A REGISTERED ADULT LEADER AND HAVE COMPLETED YOUTH PROTECTION AND BASIC LEADER SPECIFIC TRAINING. INCLUDING OUTDOOR PORTIONS APPROPRIATE TO YOUR POSITION IN SCOUTING.

UNIFORM

YOU WILL WEAR THE BSA FIELD UNIFORM (CLASS A) APPROPRIATE FOR YOUR PRIMARY ROLE IN SCOUTING, AND THE PROVIDED ACTIVITY UNIFORM (CLASS B) PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS

THERE IS A FAIR AMOUNT OF PHYSICAL ACTIVITY IN A WOOD BADGE COURSE. HOWEVER, MOST LIMITATIONS CAN BE ACCOMMODATED. CONTACT THE COURSE DIRECTOR WITH ANY QUESTIONS. A COMPLETE CURRENT BSA MEDICAL FORM PARTS A, B, & C ARE REQUIRED

COST AND SCHOLARSHIPS

THE COURSE FEE IS $300, WHICH INCLUDES MATERIALS, FACILITIES, AND MEALS. YOUR EMPLOYER MAY ALSO BE WILLING TO COVER SOME OR ALL OF THE COST FOR THIS ADVANCED LEADERSHIP COURSE. AN EMPLOYER LETTER IS AVAILABLE FROM THE COURSE DIRECTOR

A $25 DISCOUNT IS AVAILABLE IF PAID IN FULL BY MAY 1ST, 2019

REGISTER ONLINE AT: BLACKSWAMPBSA.ORG

Online registration is preferred. A $50 Deposit is required with registration.

Balance is due by July 1, 2019

SINCE THIS IS THE 100TH ANNIVERSARY OF WOOD BADGE MAXIMUM CAPACITY IS EXPECTED. BE SURE TO REGISTER EARLY

COURSE IS LIMITED TO 56 PARTICIPANTS